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Ceilings
For Every Room
"CVERY room in the Home, ro be truly 
attractive and livable, needs the 
dignity and charm of tastefully-treated 
Ceilings and Walls. For this purpose, 
Wunderlich Art Metal meets all tastes, 
because it is available in an endless range 
of Ceiling and Wall patterns, varied in 
type and beauty of design, yet priced 
within the means of even the modest 
Home-builder.
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Six Useful Patterns
For Ceilings and Walls
H
ere we illustrate sixWunderlich patterns 
of all-round usefulness. They can be 
cut without detracting from the design; 
therefore, in conjunction with one of the cor­
nices shown on our next page, they provide 
an appropriate treatment to rooms of various 
shapes and sizes.
Pattern No. 1423 is a suitable and incxpen- 
sivcWall Lining, while other designs illustrated 
are, as ,a rule, utilised for Ceiling purposes 
only.
All six patterns shown are available in 
Sheets 6ft long by 2ft wide, at an even rate 
per sheet. On request, your local storekeeper 
will gladly quote you definite prices, which 
you will find most reasonable. The illustrations 
of the patterns represent portions measuring 
2ft. by 2ft.
Being made in a Highly-protected special quality 
steel, these patterns are hre-resisting. proof against 
vermin, borers, white ants or dry rot, and cannot flake, 
crack or tall down.
They are light in weight, (only half a pound to the 
square foot}, therefore they carry cheaply by rail or boat. 
The simple system of jointing renders them easy to fix 
by any tradesman.
The first cost of these materials is practically the last, 
because of their permanence and freedom from repairs.
Your local storekeeperprobablystocks some 
or all of the patterns shown here. If desired, 
we will send you our Home-builders catalogue, 
which illustrates a wide range of attractive 
Ceilings and Wall Linings.
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Enriched Steel Cornices
These Wunderlich Enriched Steel Cornices (also 
the zinc Centre Flowers shown below) are em­
ployed in conjunction with Wunderlich Art 
Metal Ceiling Sheets, to form complete ceilings.
No. 1172 
2Jin girth
No. 1076
S^in girth
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Centre Flowers
Supplied in.Zinc» and 
amply perforated, for 
ventilation.
No. 1096 20^in dia. Zinc. No. 52— 14in dia.
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